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For a long time, China uses the numbers of the illegal criminal cases and its 
finding as the measurements for the level of the social security. However, it cannot 
fully reflect the social security situation, and results in the inaccurate judgment for the 
social security, and then seriously impacts the further development of the 
determination of the social security and the research for the criminal work. Scientific 
social security evaluation should use the social evaluation, and according to the 
certain target and the statistical information survey and to check and evaluate the 
efficiency , function and value of the social security policies ,so that they can judge 
the effeteness of the social security policies and to analyze the real situation of the 
social security. It equips the multi-facts and long-vision benefits, but got influenced 
by the system, main body, ways and environment. We starts the social security 
evaluation later than others, the overall development is still behind, the main exited 
evaluation information is less transparent, less quality and lacks of the long-term 
system. The current evaluation system has a lots of weakness, is not according to the 
real situation. A system with the subjective and objective angel, a combined 
evaluation made by the official and the citizen, multi-way, multi-angel, multi-solution 
should be made. Under the current condition, in order to build the scientific social 
security evaluation system, we should try to solve the problems which include the 
understanding, real registration, evaluation system and the information openness.  
The prefaces has introduced the current obstacle of the social security, and 
proposed the importance and pressure to build the scientific evaluation. The contents 
includes the following : 
Article I : Definition, significance and main factors of the social security 
Article Ⅱ: Illustration on the main problems exited in the current social security 
evaluation . The current barriers for building the scientific social security evaluation 
system and its solution. 
Article Ⅲ : Illustration on the weakness for the traditional social security 
evaluation, by comparing the different system between PRC and abroad, then propose 
the blueprint of PRC social security overall target system. 
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